
I JUST WANT  
A DAMN 
WINELIST 
HERE YOU GO 

Which wine is for you? 
This is where we step 
in. We’ve helped break 
them down a bit but 
talk to your friendly 
neighbourhood waiter 
for helping in finding 
the perfect wine for 
right now.
 



BUBBLY WINES  

& CHAMPAGNES
 

PROSECCO BRUT MILLESIMATO GLASS € 7
D.O.C. BOSCO DEL MERLO   BOTTLE € 39
  

TAITTINGER  GLASS € 10 
BRUT RESERVE BOTTLE € 60   
This elegant Champagne is bubbly as hell ... 
The large amount of Chardonnay in this 
blend, selected amongst THE best crus in 
the Champagne region, creates the most 
unique non-vintage Champagne around. 
Black Smoke people will definitely love  
this Champagne!
  

TAITTINGER PRESTIGE ROSE  BOTTLE € 75
All you pink party animals: put on your 
best dress or shirt tonight because  
Taittinger Prestige Rosé needs distinguished 
ladies & gentlemen. This rosé, with its fresh 
and young aromas, will without a doubt 
make you tremble with pleasure! Just call it 
a little “pink-me-up”.
 

TAITTINGER  
PRELUDE GRAND CRUS     BOTTLE € 75  
Prélude Grand Crus Cuvée is composed of 
Chardonnay (50%) and Pinot Noir (50%), 
exclusively selected amongst the top Grand 
Crus vineyards by Taittinger. Classified as 
“100%” in the Champagne system.

TAITTINGER LES FOLIES  
DE LA MARQUETTERIE   BOTTLE € 90
The House’s very first single-vineyard 
Champagne, Les Folies de la Marquetterie, 
is a blend of Chardonnays (45%) and  
Pinot Noirs (55%). Exclusively made out 
of grapes grown at the Folies vineyard.  
This vineyard is overlooking Château de  
la Marquetterie, birthplace of the Taittinger 
family Champagne.
 



TAITTINGER  
BRUT RESERVE  
‘MAGNUM’ (1,5L)      BOTTLE € 125  
This Champagne will sure  
as hell kick-start your party!
 

TAITTINGER  
COMTES DE CHAMPAGNE  
2006                 BOTTLE € 190
This flamboyant Champagne  
got a 98/100 score from Wine Advocate.  
A 100% Chardonnay Champagne,  
only to be describedas Limited Edition  
and f*cking perfect.
 

BOLLINGER  
GRANDE ANNEE 2005 BOTTLE € 145
One word: de-licious! 

 

HOUSE WINES
 

BOUCHARD AINE & FILS
BOURGOGNE FRANCE  
Uncompromising quality each step of the 
way, this wine has been their ‘signature’ 
bottle for over 250 years. Since we only 
serve the best for our guests, we proudly 
present these wines as our house wines.  

GLASS € 5,00
CARAFE (50 CL) € 19
BOTTLE € 27
WHITE
GRENACHE | COLOMBARD
RED
GRENACHE | SYRAH 
 



WINES BY THE GLASS 

 

WHITES BY THE GLASS

TOURAINE SAUVIGNON  
“LES PARCELLES” PAUL BUISSE   SAUVIGNON BLANC . TOURAINE . FRANCE        
GLASS € 6 . CARAFE € 22 (50 CL) 
BOTTLE € 32
It might be classical, but then again... it 
might not... A fresh finish with plenty  
spiciness, thus providing complexity.

LOS VASCOS  
“
DOMAINES DE BARONS  

DE ROTHSCHILD
”
 (LAFITE)

CHARDONNAY, CASABLANCA VALLEY, CHILE                                                  
GLASS € 6,5 . CARAFE € 25 (50 CL) 
BOTTLE € 36
Craving for something healthy? 
This fruitful wine will get your vitamins up 
and your stress level low. Imagine melon, 
banana, grapefruit and other exotic fruits 
exploding into your mouth without giving 
up on freshness! 
 

PINKS BY THE GLASS

GRIS BLANC,  
IGP D’OC, GERARD BERTRAND     
GRENACHE GRIS | GRENACHE NOIR
ROUSSILLON, FRANCE
GLASS € 6,5 . CARAFE € 25 (50 CL) 
BOTTLE € 36 . MAGNUM (150 CL) € 59
Truly enjoyable whilst drinking all
night long. Remarkably elegant rosé,
perfectly fitted to accompany our  
salads and smoked chicken. 
 

WHISPERING ANGEL CHATEAU D’ESCLANS 
GLASS € 8,5 . CARAFE € 33 (50 CL) 
BOTTLE € 49 .
This killer rosé became reputedly one of 
the world’s greatest! Strawberry and lemon 
aromas combined with a full, crisp and 
clean finish! You could drink it from  
mid-day to midnight. Loaded onto yachts 
on the Côte d’Azur and consumed in  
quantity by connoisseurs but now to drink 

at Black Smoke.



REDS BY THE GLASS

TARRANGO “BROWN BROTHERS”   EXPLORER SERIES 
TARRANGO, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA 
GLASS € 6,5 . CARAFE € 24 (50 CL) 
BOTTLE € 36
Served as cold as your ex’s heart!
This Tarrango can easily be served chilled.
A special and adventurous wine, full-bodied, 
soft fruit, mainly raspberries. 

 
MALBEC 

”
DOMAINE BOUSQUET

”
                                        

MALBEC, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA                                          
GLASS € 6,5 . CARAFE € 24 (50 CL) 
BOTTLE € 33
Its black color is a preview of what is yet 
to come ... A highly acclaimed wine!
This wine has a fine, complex nose of  
black fruit, but it still remains soft and 
pure. A finish that is practically endless, 
only to be found amongst the best wines  
of the world.

BAROLO DI SERRALUNGA  
D.O.C.G. FONTANAFREDDA            
NEBBIOLO, PIEMONTE, ITALY                                                
GLASS € 11,5 . CARAFE € 43 (50 CL) 
BOTTLE (1 LITER) € 85
Elegant yet powerful and incredible  
sexy to combine with the best beef our 
pitmasters can possibly grill on the parrilla! 
 

      DRINKING ALONE IS AT 
        YOUR OWN RISK!
 



WHITES 

 

AMERICA FIRST !
MONTEVINA CHARDONNAY                                                                                                 
CHARDONNAY, CALIFORNIA, USA  € 45
This pretty golden wine is your perfect  
everyday chardonnay! Dry, yet fruitful  
and perfect to combine with our smoked 
chick or cold smoked salmon. On top of 
that, it finishes with lovely vanilla flavours. 
Does my chardonnay look fat in this bottle? 
 

WILD BOY                                                                                             
CHARDONNAY, SANTA BARBARA, USA  € 65
“Hey dude, make a wine on the Wild Side”
is not an empty promise. A true lust for  
the eye, nose and tongue! An extrovert yet  
sensibly weighted Chardonnay, balancing  
both rich citrus fruit and judicious old French 
oak barrels. Perfect to accompany the likes  
of our meat and rich fish dishes.  
EVERLASTING LOVE
VINHO VERDE PORTAL, DA CALCADA RESERVE                                                                    
LOUREIRO | ARINTO | AZAL | TRAJADURA
VINHO VERDE, PORTUGAL  € 29
Deliciously Delicious ! A white blend made  
in a modern style from a region with a whole 
lot of history. This wine has length, tensity  
and instensity. Easy drinker (and perfectly  
possible with an alcoholpercentage of 11,50 %) 
for the perfect lunch. 
 

RIOJA BLANCO 
“
VINA REAL

”
  

BARREL FERMENTED                                                                 
VIURA | MALVASIA.  RIOJA, SPAIN-  € 36
Reaching for the stars? This beautifully  
balanced yellow wine will take you there!  
Pure, floral and citrus aromas will lead you  
into a fat rounded, creamy palate. Note that 
this dry wine has been fermented in American 
oak barrels which gives it a smokey richness. 
 

‘ROCKXY’ 
MULLER THURGAU | RIESLING | CHARDONNAY-  
WEINGUT BRUKER, TROCKEN CUVEE, 
WURTTEMBERG. BADEN, GERMANY   € 39
DON’T THINK OUT OF THE BOX...  
THINK AS IF THERE IS NO BOX!
This one is incredible. The ‘freaky’ label is  
yet but a quip to the elegance and freshness  
of this wine. A winemaker that is proud of  
his heritage with rich and exotic aromas.
A harmony of minerality, ripe fruits and identity. 



LATE HARVESTED MUSCAT  
“
BROWN BROTHERS

”
 

MUSCAT, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA € 40
Can’t wait till dessert? The ideal  
conditions for late harvesting, make this 
wine go SWEET SWEET SWEET. Calm the 
f*ck down, it’s still remarkably fresh! 
 

SANCERRE BLANC 
“
LES GRANDMONTAINS” LAPORTE BIO                                

SAUVIGNON BLANC, LOIRE, FRANCE € 45
Perfectly fitted for Black Smoke, this wine 
starts with flint! A beautiful and rare 
Sancerre, a great match with our cod and 
grilled pulpo...

CHABLIS 
“
SAINT MARTIN

”
  

DOMAINE LAROCHE                                         
CHARDONNAY, BOURGOGNE, FRANCE € 49
A vivid and characteristic wine with hints 
of grapefruit and white flowers, with a 
subtle mineral finish.

THE MIGHTY GRAPES

“
THE SEAFOOD WINE

”
 BARBADILLO                                                            

VERDEJO | PALOMINO FINO - 
CADIZ, SPAIN € 28
An extraordinary blend of the Palomino 
grape from the South and Verdejo from the 
North. An easy dry white wine. “I’m on a 
seafood diet: I see food and I eat it.”

TOURAINE SAUVIGNON 
“
LES PARCELLES

”
 

PAUL BUISSE                           
SAUVIGNON BLANC, TOURAINE, FRANCE € 32          
It might be classical, but then again ... 
it might not ... A fresh finish with plenty 
spiciness, thus providing complexity. 
 

AUSTRIAN PEPPER                                                                                      
GRUNER VELTLINER, NIEDEROSTERREICH, 
AUSTRIA € 35
A real Austrian high-quality Grüner  
Veltliner! Just a bit creamy, as we like it, 
with hints of agrumes and juicy grapefruit.
Don’t forget: it has a finish of white pepper.
Elegant as f*ck! 
 
 
 



LOS VASCOS 
“
DOMAINES  

DE BARONS DE ROTHSCHILD
”
 (LAFITE) 

CHARDONNAY, CASABLANCA VALLEY,  
CHILE  € 36         
Craving for some healthiness? This fruitful 
wine will get your vitamins up and your 
stress life low. Imagine melon, banana, 
grapefruit and other exotic fruits rolling 
over your tongue without giving up on 
freshness!

DOMBEYA SAUVIGNON BLANC                                                                                     
SAUVIGNON BLANC, STELLENBOSCH,  
SOUTH AFRICA € 39
Straight from one of the most famous  
wine-producing regions in South Africa.  
This wine has a bright green hue color with 
hints of lemongrass, passion fruit and wet 
stones. South Africa here we come! 
 

VILLA MARIA 
“
PRIVATE BIN

”
 BIO  

SAUVIGNON BLANC, MARLBOROUGH,  
NEW ZEALAND  € 42
New Zealand’s Most Awarded Winery 
for over 50 years! A perfect everyday wine 
that you can keep on drinking ... and drin-
king ... and drinking ... Crisp with a touch 
of tropical fruit at the end. A very, very 
approachable wine. 

 
M’AS TU VU
CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE BLANC  
“REINE JEANNE” OGIER & FILS                                                                  CINSAULT | COUNOISE | GRENACHE 
MOURVEDRE | SYRAH, RHONE, FRANCE € 55
This intense and fresh wine fits great
with our After burner Salmon or even our 
famous meat. Think about delicate florale 
notes, combined with hints of citrus.  
Topped with a smoked touch.



PINKS

GRIS BLANC, IGP D’OC, GERARD BERTRAND                                                
GRENACHE GRIS | GRENACHE NOIR 
ROUSSILLON, FRANCE   
BOTTLE € 36 . MAGNUM (150 CL) € 59 
Truly enjoyable whilst drinking all night 
long. Remarkably elegant rosé, perfectly 
fitted to accompany our salads and  
smoked chicken.
 
 

WHISPERING ANGEL “CHATEAU D’ESCLANS” CINSAULT | GRENACHE | SYRAH |  
PROVENCE, FRANCE 
BOTTLE € 49 . MAGNUM (1,5L) € 95 
JEROBOAM (3 L) € 180
This killer rosé became reputedly one of 
the world’s greatest! Strawberry and lemon 
aromas combined with a full, crisp and 
clean finish! You could drink it from  
mid-day to midnight. Loaded onto yachts 
on the Côte d’Azur and consumed in  
quantity by connoisseurs but now to  
drink at Black Smoke.  
 

ROCK ANGEL “CHATEAU D’ESCLANS” CINSAULT | GRENACHE | SYRAH | 
PROVENCE, FRANCE BOTTLE € 70 
It sure does Rock! The Whisperer in a  
leather jacket. Beautifully balanced,  
lovely satin texture. Hugely appetising.
Good depth of flavor from the zest and  
red berry fruits. A complex mouthful. What 
a stunner it is. A refined refreshing rosé. 
 

GARRUS “CHATEAU D’ESCLANS” CINSAULT | GRENACHE | SYRAH | 
PROVENCE, FRANCE BOTTLE € 135 
Considered the best rosé in the world ! 
In 2006, château d’esclans produced for  
the first time a few barrels of rosé from  
a vineyard of 80-years-old vines atop a 
hill in provence. A new chapter had begun 
in the world of rosé. Incredible elegant, 
creamy with concentrated aromas of  
stonefruit, a hint of vanilla and spices. 



REDS

THE USUAL SUSPECTS
MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO  
“LE DUE COLLINE”                                       MONTEPULCIANO, ABRUZZO, ITALY € 25
Due to the velvet structure and strong 
tannins, this wine will be at its best during 
a solid meal.

“
ARTESIS

”
 OGIER & FILS 

GRENACHE | MOURVEDRE | SYRAH
COTES DU RHONE, FRANCE € 31 
What a beautiful bastard this one is! A true 
powerhouse and a perfect match with all of our 
lovely BBQ dishes. Due to the black fruits and 
spices, this wine’s color is as dark as the night. 
Kind of a complex character. 

MALBEC 
“
DOMAINE BOUSQUET

”
                                                                

MALBEC, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA € 33
Its black color is a preview of what is yet 
to come ... A highly acclaimed wine! This 
wine has a fine, complex nose of black fruit, 
but it still remains soft and pure. A finish 
that is practically endless, only to be found 
amongst the best wines of the world ... 
 

THE WANTED ZIN ‘OLD VINES’ IGT                                                              
PRIMITIVO, PUGLIA, ITALY € 35
WANTED ! This cool bottle is a true  
eye-catcher. And that is just an appetizer for 
what’s inside. In “The Wanted zin”, they’ve 
combined the American strength with Italian 
elegance. A beautiful example of a  
Zinfandel/Primitivo.  
 

AUSTRIAN CHERRY                                    
ZWEIGELT, NIEDEROSTERREICH,  
AUSTRIA  € 35
Round and juicy, like a real cherry! Dark 
cherry aroma, with spices and, slightly  
in the background, some soft tannins. 
 

TARRANGO “BROWN BROTHERS”                                   EXPLORER SERIES  
TARRANGO, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA   € 36
Served as cold as your ex’s heart!
This Tarrango can easily be served chilled.
A special and adventurous wine, full-bodied,
soft fruit, mainly raspberries.



“
CURIOUS DONKEY

”
                                                                                   

SUSUMANIELLO, PUGLIA, ITALY € 39
Uncork the fun ! 
Deep ruby red color with blue highlights 
and a bouquet of ripe red berries and 
blackberry jam. On the palate is full  
bodied with a powerful structure.
 

VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO                                                                                
CLASSICO SUPERIORE D.O.C., BERTANI 
CORVINA | MERLOT | RONDINELLA - 
VENETO, ITALY € 40
La bella Italia in a bottle! Wesley’s  
(our manager) all-time favorite.  
A playful Valpolicella with lots of 
fruitiness. Mama Mia, you’d get quiet  
for less! 
 

SANCERRE ROUGE  
“
LES GRANDMONTAINS

”
 LAPORTE  

PINOT NOIR, LOIRE, FRANCE  € 50
“Read again, this is not your  
grandmother’s wine ...”  
Go stylish today! A perfect companion to 
our pork dishes. A lovely soft mouthfeel 
with finesse and elegance to finish it off.
 

ALL FIRED UP FOR BBQ
THE BULLSEYE WINE                                                                                   
CABERNET SAUVIGNON | TEMPRANILLO
MANZANILLA, SPAIN € 27
This Cabernet Sauvignon from Spain 
will have you saying “Bullseye!”
Will you be our Torero for the day?

GRAN CERDO
TEMPRANILLO, RIOJA, SPAIN € 33
Bottled alive as written on the cap ...
Gran Cerdo is a great wine dedicated to the 
bank managers that refused to provide the 
winemakers a loan. With a little help from 
their friends, they did manage to produce 
this wine. We are proud to present this 
wine at Black Smoke!

ERRAZURIZ CARMENERE 
CARMENERE, RAPEL VALLEY, CHILE € 33
Velvety and spicy, as a good Carmenère 
should be! Red-fruit aromas will take you 
all the way back to Chile.



“
WOODFIRED

”
 DEBORTOLI                                                             

SHIRAZ, HEATHCOTE, AUSTRALIA € 39
Authentically Heathcote and perfectly  
crafted to accompany a chargrilled  
Côte à l’os. Bold, brooding and delicious. 

“
CRUZ DE ALBA

”
 CRIANZA                                                             

TINTA FINA, RIBERA DEL DUERO, SPAIN € 49
This wine has a soft and gentle character.
Enjoy aromas of red fruit, wood and  
tobacco. State-of-the-art Spanish,  
bring on the castanets ... ¡Ándale ándale! 
 

THE SHOW !                                                         
MALBEC, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA € 49
In the case of The SHOW, you’ll  
find a trio of producers, each with a string 
of big hits to their credit. Together, Joel 
Gott, Roger Scommegna and Charles Bieler 
are the Three Thieves, and together, they 
make off-the-charts wines for fans here  
at home and around the world.. 
Enjoy The Show!

The Show Malbec is a delicious wine  
with flavors of blackberry, cranberry,  
white pepper and spice, with toasty  
vanilla and violets. The wine has smooth 
tannins, a velvety texture and a long,  
lingering finish.

 
FULL THROTTLE SALOON AMERICAN                                                              
CABARNET SAUVIGNON  
SOUTH DAKOTA, USA € 65
With its 13,9% alcohol percentage and 
made from 100% Cabarnet Sauvignon 
grapes, this wine is a real badass. Usually 
served in the biggest biker bar in South 
Dakota, but here to stay in Black Smoke. 
Not for pussies! 



THE HOLY GRAIL
SAINT-EMILION GRAND CRU 2014 
“
CHATEAU FLEUR LARTIGUE” CABARNET FRANC | MERLOT,  

SAINT-EMILION, FRANCE   € 50 
Intense crimson color. Complex nose of 
fresh fruits, blackcurrant aromas and oaky 
flavours. Some ripeness but with a hint of 
freshness. Quite chewy palate with lots of 
density, rich and saturated with both fruit 
and tannin. Fleshy wine with good balance 
and nice structure with aromatic final note. 

 To Do List:  
 open bottle
 pour wine
 drink wine
 repeat
 

NIGHT SKY (LIMITED) FABLE MOUNTAINS  
VINEYARDS                                         
SYRAH | GRENACHE | MOURVEDRE -  
TULBAGH, SOUTH AFRICA € 55        
This fabulous wine is basically a  
Châteauneuf-du-Pape, but from South 
Africa. It fits perfect for those who like 
fine tannins, combined with a bright fruit 
intensity. Heaven on a palate! 
Decanting is advised! 
 

JOEL GOTT ZINFANDEL 
ZINFANDEL, CALIFORNIA, USA  € 59      
The story of Zinfandel (Primitivo) is like  
a romantic thriller. For years they tried to 
discover its origin, leading back to  
different countries in the world. This  
Californian wine will pop out with flavors 
like: cherry, cola, ripe plum, vanilla, black 
tea and sweet spices. Going all the way 
back from California to Boston, Vienna,  
Italy and finally back to its origin, Croatia! 

Now how about a glass of Crljenak  
Kastelanski? 



SAINT-JULIEN GRAND CRU CLASSE 2015 
“
CHATEAU TALBOT

”
 

CABARNET FRANC | CABARNET  
SAUVIGNON | MERLOT | PETIT VERDOT - 
SAINT-JULIEN, BORDEAUX, FRANCE € 79 
90/100 in the Parker Guide ! 
This beautiful Chateau Talbot will be the 
best you’ve tasted over the past decade!. 
Sumptuous, generous and layered with dark 
berry and ripe black plum flavors, this is a 
serious wine that will drink well young but 
age well over the next few decades.

BAROLO DI SERRALUNGA D.O.C.G.  
FONTANAFREDDA (1 LITER)  
NEBBIOLO, PIEMONTE, ITALY € 85
A wine to share with 4 people, because 
“sharing is caring”. 

Elegant yet powerful and incredible sexy to 
combine with the best beef our pitmasters 
can possibly grill on the parrilla! 
 

GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN 2011  
“
MAISON REMOISSENET PERE & FILS

”
 

PINOT NOIR, COTE DE NUITS,  
BURGUNDY, FRANCE € 95 
A Burgundy with a big heart !
The concetrated aroma’s of sour kirch  
are delicious as always. This year is one  
of the greatest and the best of the  
collection. A perfectly satisfying wine,  
amazingly crafted that is so rich of flavour. 
Black raspberry, red cherry, sweet spices 
and an earthly touch. This wine is not just 
delicious, but holds up to the strong  
flavoured food we serve at Black Smoke.  
 

PAUILLAC 4IEME GRAND CRU CLASSE 2012 
“
CHATEAU DUHART-MILON ROTHSCHILD

”
 

CABARNET SAUVIGNON | MERLOT - 
PAUILLAC, BORDEAUX, FRANCE € 175 
This is a svelte Duhart-Milon, quite  
different in size and dimension compared 
to the previous years. The aromas are  
attractive with spicy and floral notes as 
well as fresh black berries. Duhaurt  
Milon in this vintage displays great  
linearity with lovely aromatics.  
The tannins are well handled and  
the length is fairly long. 



MYSTERIOUS WINES  FROM OUR CELLAR
This is definitely the most fun page with 
the best deals! Here we offer you our wines 
which will change from vintage or the stock 
is to low to keep in our range. Some of the-
se wines will disappear from our wine list 
and we would like to offer these wines at 
cool prices.  
 
BUBBELS 

CECI LAMBRUSCO  BOTTLE € 35 
This Nero di Lambrusco is considered to be
Cantine Ceci’s masterpiece! A Lambrusco 
with  
flavors of ‘everyone’s favorite fruits’: stra-
wberries,  
blackberries and raspberries! 
 
WHITE 

CANTINA OTTOVENTI 0.8 IGT.  € 27 
GRILLO SICILY, ITALY 
Summer in a glass ! An expressive wine 
with  
a beautiful mineral character. This one has  
a loooooooong finish! 
 

RIESLING QBA FEINHERB   € 29 
RIESLING | WEINGUT DR. RENATE, WILL-
KOMM - GERMANY 
If you like a crisp Riesling to go with your 
meat,  
this is the one to choose. A culinary 
all-rounder. 
 

WHITE YETI   € 29 
VIURA | PETIT MANSENG | GROS MANSENG  
RIESLING | GEWURZTRAMINER, RIOJA, 
SPAIN 
No need to wait for summer, here’s a wine 
for  
year-round pleasure. It’s smoky, salty, 
citrusy,  
apple-y, delicious-y. “Let’s just drink wine, 
save  
animals and take naps.” 
 

LE PLAN    € 29 
GRENACHE BLANC | MARSANNE
COTES DU RHONE, FRANCE
A wine made by former Maserati-dea-
ler at Schilde, Dirk Vermeersch. He drove 
Paris-Dakar in 1982 and even became the 
Belgian Champion rally in 1983. Why does 
this matter? It doesn’t, really. Just a funny 
fact. To be found on The Black Smoke wine 
list with an ‘off the charts’ wine from the 
Côtes du Rhône. 
And that DOES matter! 
 GRUNER VELTLINER “JOSEF EHMOSER”    € 30 
GRUNER VELTLINER, WAGRAM, AUSTRIA
The mission of the Josef Ehmoser Winery 
is to  



O.V.N.I. MOURAT    € 38 
SAUVIGNON BLANC | CHARDONNAY -  
LOIRE, FRANCE
Objet Viticole Non Identifié or UFO! Slightly 
fruity. 
Maybe a little obscure, but a true killer ! 
 

SOAVE VINTAGE D.O.C. “BERTANI”    € 
40 
GARGANEGA, VENETO, ITALY
Looking for a fine, elegant and crisp wine? 
Search no further! This Vintage edition 
breaks the rules and combines the traditio-
nal way with a modern touch. 
 DOMAINE DE L’AIGLE “GERARD BERTRAND”  € 44 
CHARDONNAY, LIMOUX, FRANCE
At the foot of the Pyrenees you will find 
a top-class winery of 31 hectare! Delicate 
aromas of hazelnut, almond and acacia 
flowers. Meanwhile the acids provide a 
beautiful balance. 
 BATARD MONTRACHET “GRAND CRU” 2006 (THE VERY LAST ONE! EVER... )    
€ 165 
CHARDONNAY, BOURGOGNE, FRANCE
Pure class in the glass. Creamy with an 
exotic touch...
This wine needs to be shared with your 
best friends on a special occasion. 
 
PINK 

BARDOLINO CHIARETTO DOC € 27 
CORVINA | RONDINELLA | MOLINARA  
VENETO, ITALY 
A rosé bomb with lots of red fruit, such as 
raspberries.
This wine is light, gentle and very accessible.
A nose of red fruit with a hint of summery 
peach  
blossom. Just share it with your friends. 
 

CECI N’EST PAS UN ROSE SCARAMOUCHE  € 
45 
MARSELAN | SYRAH -  
IVO VARBANOV WINERY, BULGARIA 
A 67% Marselan and 33% Syrah that has 
been aged for 18 months in Bulgarian 
500-litre oak barrels.  
This exciting and unusual wine will particu-
larly be  
appreciated as a food wine, not as much as 
an aperitif. René’ Magritte “Ceci n’est pas une 
pipe.” (1928-29) 
 
RED 

BARROS 850 VINHO TINTO D.O.C.  € 27 
TOURIGA NACIONAL | TOURIGA FRANCA  



TINTA RORIZ, DOURO, PORTUGAL 
Do you know the length of the Douro river?
Thanks to this wine you will! The number 850 
on the bottle refers to this length: a total of 
850 kilometers...
Full-flavored and a nice balance with black-
berries
and blackcurrants, soft tannins, freshness and 
a  
beautiful finish. 
 

GROOT GELUK € 27 
SOUTH AFRICA, WESTERN CAPE, MERLOT 
Drinking this wine can be the key to happi-
ness if  
you like red fruits, plums, red pepper and a 
hint  
of tobacco. Intense! 
 
 
 
 
 

LA CROIX BELLE   € 30 
FRANCE, RHONE, SYRAH | GRENACHE 
Such a shame this one has to go ! Because 
what a handsome wine. Produced with the 
classic Rhône mix this is a beautiful product 
for this price! 
 

VIIA LAROCHE, RESERVA      € 32 
CARMENIERE, COLCHAGUA VALLEY 
Smokey and smooth! Tastes intense with 
aromas  
of mocha and blackcurrant. A must try.  
 

CHATEAU LA GROLET      € 38 
MERLOT | CABERNET-SAUVIGNON | MAL-
BEC
COTES DE BOURG, BORDEAUX, FRANCE 
With this beautiful Bordeaux Jean-Luc sets an  
example of what can be done with natural 
biological  
viticulture, with the emphasis firmly on fruit  
(i.e. grapes). Big vivacity and an excellent 
balance between fruits and acids. A round, 
full-bodied and  
fresh wine with a delicious finish. We do 
advise  
decanting this wine... 
 VILLA MARIA “CELLAR COLLECTION”       € 39 
PINOT NOIR, MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND 
Think dark fruit, spices but no sweetness...
Decent acidity and well-balanced tannins. 
‘Nuff said! 
 CHATEAU L’HOSPITALET ROUGE, LA CLAPE    
€ 40 
SYRAH | GRENACHE | MOURVEDRE -  
COTEAUX DE LANGUEDOC, FRANCE 
Du vin, du pain et de l’amour. But let’s focus 
on the wine... Complex, plenty of aromas and 
subtle tannins  
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